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1. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM AND ITS LITERATURE 
In recent years many authors have considered differential equations of 
the form 
and 
x0 +f(x) x’ + g(x) = 0 U-1) 
xv + f(x) x’ + g(4 = e(t) V-2) 
which we will refer to as the unforced and forced generalized Lienard 
equations respectively. Various questions have been asked about the con- 
tinuability, boundedness, oscillation and periodicity of solutions of (1.1) and 
(1.2), and the literature contains many theorems giving sufficient conditions 
on f, g and e to guarantee such behavior. 
Fortunately, several surveys of the literature have been made, and in fact, 
the book by Sansone and Conti [69] contains an excellent summary of the 
results obtained up to 1960. Reissig, Sansone, and Conti [65] updated the 
previous volume to 1962, and the papers by Burton and Townsend [IO, 111 
continued the effort to the mid 1960’s. The bibliography contained in this 
paper, specifically [l-11, 13, 15-34, 36, 38, 41-43, 45-51, 53-64, 67, 68, 
70-831, brings the literature up to date as of early 1970. Unless a specific 
reference has been made to a paper, a deliberate effort has been made to keep 
the bibliographies of [lo, 651 and this paper independent. Hence a history and 
survey of the work done on Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) to the present time can be 
tranced through [69, 65, lo], and this paper. Supplementary bibliographies 
and results prior to 1960 can be found in Bushaw [12], Cesari [14] and 
Lefschetz [37]. For a description of the physical problems associated with 
Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) the book by Minorsky [44] is recommended. 
The study of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) has fallen into two parts: first, the case 
wheref(x) > 0 for all x, which in case xg(x) > 0 for x + 0 has been solved 
* This paper is based on the author’s dissertation under the direction of Professor 
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by Ijurton [9] for (1.1) and by Burton and Townsend [IO, 1 l] for (1.2); and, 
secondly, the case wheref(x) < 0 for ( x ; small. In this paper we will discuss 
this second alternative. 
2. CONTINUABILITY OF So~rr10~s 
\Ve will assume throughout this paper thatf and g are continuous functions 
for all real X, and e is a sectionally continuous function for all real t. If we 
write Eq. (1.2) as the system 
x’ :z y, 
yl : --f(x)y - g(x) -I- e(t) (2.1) 
the above conditions imply that for any real numbers x,, , y0 , and t, there is 
a solution (x(t), y(t)) of (2.1) with (x(ts), y(Q) =- (x,, , ys). 
Now define F(x) = gf(~) ds, G(x) -= fig(s) ds and write (1.2) as the 
svstem 
x’ .7 y --- F(x) 
y’ :- -g(x) -I- e(t). 
(2.2) 
The following theorem is an extension of a result of Bushaw [12, ‘I’heo- 
rem 12.21. 
rI(IIEOREXI 2.1. Suppose there exists k > 0 such that q(x) > 0 and 
xi+) :- 0 fOY x j ;> k. Then every solution of (1.2) can be defined for all 
t ;i t,, . 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. Then there is a solution (.x(t), y(t)) of 
(2.2) and a number T > t, such that lim,+r-. [, x(t)! -+ ! y(t)‘] = $ cc. Let 
V(s, y) = y2:2 -i-- G(x); then I” -= -g(~)F(x) + p(t)y. Then integrating I” 
we obtain 
r/‘(t) = V(t,) - jb &x(s)) F(x(s)) ds -, 1: e(s) y(s) ds. 
0 
Since g(x) F(x) is continuous, there exists K, > 0 such that I g(x) F(X) 5: K, 
for x , :< k, and since g(x) F(x) > 0 for ’ K ) > Iz, we have 
V(t) < V(t,,) -k K,(t - t,,) -+ j: e(s) y(s) ds 
” 
+ ’ v(t”> -L K,(T - to) -t j: e(s)y(s) ds 
0 
=; K, -}- St e(s) y(s) ds. 
‘0 
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Y(t)2 .-t G(x(t)) < K2 + f. e(s) y(s) ds. 
Since g is continuous and xg(x) > 0 for ( x 1 > k, G(x) is bounded from 
below, say G(x) > -K:%, I& > 0. Thus 
y”(t) GK + 2 jb e(s) y(s) ds 
for some K > 0. Hence we have 
I y(t); < (y"(t) i-- I),/2 d (K -t I)./2 + /IO I e(s)! . 1 y(s); ds, 
and so by Gronwall’s inequality 
‘r(t)i d [(K + 1);4 exp -11 i &)I ds. 
0 
Thus I y(t)/ is bounded on [to , ‘I’]. 
Therefore, it must be the case that lim t+r- j x(t)/ - + CCL Say this happens 
for x(t) > 0. Then integrating the first equation in (2.2) we obtain 
x(t) =.- x(t,) j-. j; 
0 
y(s) ds - j:oF(r(s)) d.y. 
NowP(x) > 0 for x > K and F(x) is bounded on 1 x 1 < k, say 1 F(x)1 .< K4 , 
SO 
x(t) < x(to) + jt y(s) as $- zqt - to) 
10 
< x(tJ + jt ! y(s)! ds -k K,(t - to) 
to 
< x(l,) -!- .&(I’ - t,,) $. j’, ! y(S)~ ds 
and this last integral is bounded since 1 y(t)i is bounded on [to, I’]. This 
contradicts x(t) -+ cc as t --+ T-e. The proof in case x(t) becomes unbounded 
for x(t) < 0 is similar. 
Remark. Since the only assumption on e(t) is that it is a sectionally 
continuous function, we also have that no solution of the unforced equation 
has finite escape time. 
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3. UNIFORM ULTIMATE BOUNDEIWSS OF SOLUTIOSS 
3.1. The Unforced Equation 
We consider the unforced generalized LiCnard equation 
x” -k f (x) x’ 4 R(X) =- 0, (3.1) 
and define P(X) = j’if(s) ds and G(x) = Jig(s) ds as before. Using the 
LiCnard transformation we will write (3.1) as the system 
x’ = y -F(x) 
y’ = --g(x). 
(3.2) 
DEFINITION. The solutions of (3.1) are uniformly ultimately bounded if 
there exists a constant K > 0 such that for any solution x(t) of (3.1) there 
is a time T such that for all t > ‘1’we have / x(t): < K and I x’(t); < K. 
Notice that a solution x(t) of (3.1) and its derivative, x’(t), are bounded 
if and only if the corresponding solution (x(t), y(t)) of (3.2) is bounded. 
Many attempts have been made to find sufficient conditions on j and g 
for solutions of (3.1) to be uniformly ultimately bounded. The classical 
results in this direction were given by Levinson and Smith in their discussion 
of periodic solutions of (3.1): 
(a) Lcvinson and Smith [40]. 
‘There exists x1 > 0, x2 > 0 such that f(x) < 0 for -.-.x, < x < .Q. 
and f (x) > 0 otherwise; xg(zc) >Oifx -,bO;G(*tco) -F(m) .= 30. 
(h) Lcvinson and Smith [40]. 
f(x) is an even function; there exists .x0 such that F(x) < 0 for 
0 < x < x0 and F(X) > 0 for x > x,; g(x) is an odd function such 
that g(x) > 0 if x ;z 0; F(m) :- G(W) : ZC. 
Typical of more recent results we have: 
(c) Brown [7J. 
There exists u < 0, b Z> 0 such that F(a) =: J’(b) .= 0, and for 
s 7;‘. 0 let S(x) < 0 for a < x < 6; f(x) G> 0 for s < a and for 
x :-> h; let g(x) = y(x) x where q(x) > 0 for all x f 0; G( ;:w) = a. 
Remark. In (a)-(c) above some of the hypotheses of the author’s theorems 
have been left out. The reason for this is that we have selected only those 
parts of their hypotheses which are needed to insure boundedness of solutions. 
At this point it would be helpful to bring to the readers’ attention the 
direction in which our improvements of known results will be focused. For 
a long time it was believed that the damping termf(X) did the “work” in 
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getting boundedness of solutions, i.e., the damping must be positive except 
in a neighborhood of the origin. As we will see in this section and the next, 
it is the integral F(x) of the damping which plays the important role, In fact, 
we will place no restrictions on the sign off(x) but rather on that ofF(x) so 
that our discussion will actually include both of the cases mentioned in the 
introduction. The conditions on the behavior of g(x) will be relaxed consid- 
erably from those mentioned above. Finally, the conditions on the divergence 
of the integrals F(x) and G(x) will be lessened to the extent that we only need 
the divergence of one of F(oo) and G(m), and one of F( - co) and G(- co). 
Also, the conditions we obtain are necessary as well as sufficient. 
We make the following assumptions about the system (3.2). We assume 
that there are positive constants K and c such that 
xF(x) > 0 if /xI>K; (3.3) 
F(x)>c>Oifx>K or F(x)<--c<Oifx<--K (3.4a,b) 
%e> > 0 if lxl>Fz. (3.5) 
THEOREM 3.1. Under conditions (3.3)-(3.5), Jim [f(x) + / g(x)]] dx = &co 
is a necessary and suficient condition for all solutions of (3.1) to be uniformly 
ultimately bounded. 
This theorem is a corollary to a similar theorem for the forced equation and 
so the proof will be omitted. (See Theorem 3.5 with e(t) = 0 and B = 0.) 
Notice that there is no condition on the sign off(x). In fact, f (x) may be 
negative or identically zero for large 1 x j as long as conditions (3.3)-(3.4) 
hold. This removes conditions like f (x) 3 0 for x outside a given neigh- 
borhood of the origin as required, for example, in [7] and [40]. 
The following corollaries are rather immediate consequences of Theorem 
3.1. They show that not only have we removed the conditions on the sign 
off(x) and placed some on its integral F(x), but even these can be weakened 
to just asking that F(x) eventually becomes “larger” for x > 0 than for x < 0. 
The proofs of the corollaries follow from the proof of the theorem after 
making a translation in the y-coordinate. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose (3.5) holds. Then conditions (3.3)-(3.4) can be 
replaced by : 
there exists n > 0 such that F(x) < n for x < 0 andF(co) = co; (3.6a) 
or, 
there exists m < 0 such thatF(x) > m for x > 0 
andF(-woo) = ---a; 
(3.6b) 
and the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 still holds. 
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Proof. In case (3.6a) holds, make the change of variable j :=- y - n and 
defineE(x) = F(x) - n. Then the system (3.2) becomes 
x’~~-f~-qx) q.-E(x), 
9’ = -g(x), 
and p(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1. For (3.6b) make the change 
1 --- y -r m. 
Similar translations will yield a proof of the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3, Suppose condition (3.5) holds. Then conditions (3.3)-(3.4) 
can he replaced by: 
there exists n :, 0 such that F(x) < n for 
x .< --k andF(x) > c > n for x 2 k; 
(3.7a) 
the exists m < 0 such that F(x) > m, for x 2. k 
and F(x) < --c < m for x < --k; 
(3.7b) 
and the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 still holds. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of the Poincarii-Bendixson 
theorem and Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose f is continuous, g satis@ a Lipschitz condition, 
f (0) < 0, xg(x) > 0 if x :,I- 0, and conditions (3.3) and (3.4) hokd. If 
s 
=z 
[f(x) -t I &).I dx :..y ia, o 
then there exists a non-trivial periodic solution of (3.1). 
3.2. The Forced Equation 
We now consider the equation 
xn -;--f(x) x’ .-!- g(x) = e(t). (3.8) 
Let t, be a real number and define E(t, to) - J-i0 e(s) ds.. We will write 
Eq. (3.8) as the system 
x’ ; y -F(x) -I- E(t, to) 
y’ -7 -g(x). 
(3.9) 
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The following well-known results are sufficient conditions for uniform 
ultimate boundedness of solutions of (3.8): 
(a) Levinson [39]. 
e(t) is periodic with period L; f(x) > m > 0 if I x 1 > a, 
f(x) > --M otherwise; xg(x) > 0 if I x i > a; G( +co) : co, 
limz+&(s)iG(x)) --: 0. 
(b) Reuter [66]. 
E(t, to) is bounded; zcg(z) > 0 for I x i > x,;F(d.co) = +-CC, 
G(+ co) : - $cc. 
The results in the first part of this section will parallel those for the unforced 
equation. We note that although the boundedness of E(t, tu) is sufficient for 
our boundcdness result, we need to have e(t) periodic to conclude the existence 
of a periodic solution. The main result of this section is contained in Theorem 
3.5; however, some extensions of this theorem can be found in the corollaries. 
For system (3.9) we make the following assumptions. \Vc assume that 
there are positive constants B, Ir and c such that 
E(t, hi); < B for all t ‘3 t, (3.10) 
F(x)---B>Oifx>k and F(x)+B<Oifx<---iz (3.11) 
F(x)- Bac>O ifx>K or F(x)-i-B<-c<O ifx<-Iz (3.12a,b) 
xg(x) > 0 if 1 x‘ > K. (3.13) 
THEOREM 3.5. Under conditions (3.10)-(3.13) 
is a necessary and su#icient condition for all solutions of (3.8) to be uniformly 
ultimately bounded. 
Proof. Suppose Ji’Oc [f(x) + g(x) ] dx 7 f co and condition (3.12a) 
holds. Let V(x, y) :-.I y*/2 + G(x); then 
V’ = yy’ -:-- g(x) x’ 
1. -&)Y .I. &)[y .- 0) -t E(t, t”)] 
= -g(x)[F(x) - E(t, t”)]. 
We now consider two cases. 
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Case 1. G(x) -+ co as x --t co. Let p = k -k 1, I = [-p, p], and define 
L = max,] 1 F(x)! and K -7 max,,, I g(x)i. Since G(x) does not become 
infinite as x becomes infinite, the curves defined by setting V(x, y) equal to 
a constant will not intersect the x-axis for sufliciently large choices of the 
constant. Hence we choose a point Q,, :. :: (p, ya) such that y,, < --L - B 
and the curve V, ~7 ((x, y) : V(x, y) = V( p, ys), y < 0} is bounded away 
from the x-axis for x > p. From (3.9) we obtain 
dyidx = -g(x)/[y - F(x) $ E(t, to)] 
and on {(x, y) : x E I, ! y j 3 ’ y,, i}, 1 dy/dx 1 is bounded, say / dyidx 1 < N. 
I%ow choose the point Qr .I= (p, yr) such that yr < y0 --. K/N and let 
Vr .:= {(x, y) : V(X, y) : 7 V(p, yr), y < 0, x > ~1. We note that for x 3 p 
we have V’ = -g(x)[I;(x) - E(t, t,,)] < 0. Let st be a straight line through 
Q, with slope N which will intersect x .= --p at some point Q, := (-p, ys). 
The outward normal to s, at any point on sr is given by (Iv, - I), so along sr 
we have 
(iv, -1) . (X’,y’) = lV(y -F(X) + E(t, to)) $ g(X) 
:< X(y -\ I, -+ I?) f K 
:g N(y, -1 L + B) + K 
<A+ --;.I L+B) +K <O 
by our choice of y0 . 
Case l(a). G(x) ft co as x 4 ----co. by hypothesis F(x) --, -CC as 
x .+ .-CC so let sp be a horizontal line through Qa and let Q, = (xX, ys) be 
its first point of intersection with the curve y = F(x) -F- B. -4long s2 we have 
y’>O.Lety,>L-i.Bsothatontheset{(x,y):x,-- I <x<$J,~>J& 
we have / dy/dx ! < M for some M > 0. Now let K’ = max I g(x)/ for 
xs - 1 < x < p and let s3 be a vertical line through Qa extending to a point 
Q4 = (x3, y4) where y4 > y0 $- K’/M. We have x’ > 0 along ss . Next, 
let s4 be the straight line through Q4 with slope M and let Q5 = (p, ys) bc 
its point of intersection with the line x = p. The outward normal to s4 is 
(---M, l), and so we have 
(-A!z, 1) . (x’, y’) = -M(y -F(x) I- E(t, t,,)) - g(x) 
_r 5:: -.M(y, - L - B) + R’ 
< -.Jq ( K’ 9. -!. --- - M L-B -K‘<O 1 
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by our choice of y,, . Let sj be a horizontal line through Q5. This line will 
intersect the curve y := F(X) - H since F(x) -+ 03 as x -+ cc, under the 
assumption for Case I. Denote the first such point of intersection by 
Q6 = (x6, y6). Along s6 , y’ < 0. Finally let s6 be a vertical line through Q6 
intersecting V, at Q7 and we see that x’ < 0 along .sB .
Hence we have constructed a simple closed curve Q1Q2 ... Q7Q1 (Set Fig. 1) 
such that, except for the endpoints, any solution (x(t), y(t)) of (3.9) intersecting 
the curve moves inside it. We will now take care of the endpoints. 
FIG. 1. Case I(a) for the forced equation. 
For the point Qa , we can extend the line sa to the right to the point 
(--k -- (l/2), ya), and we see that WC still have y’ > 0. Q5 can be treated 
like Qa . At the point Q, we have x’ > 0 and we see that y’ > 0 on {(x, y) : 
x < x3, y = ys}. Qa is taken care of in a similar fashion. Kow for the point 
8 4, we see that by the way in which we defined 152, we could extend S, 
to the left of Q4 to the line x = xa - 1 and still have (---iv, 1) . (x’,y’) < 0. 
Finally for Qr and Q, we see that V’ < 0 along ii, = {(x, y) : V(x, y) = 
VP, Y,), Y < 0, x 2 q. 
In order to show that solutions are uniformly ultimately bounded let C 
denote the curve QIQz ... Q,Q1 . By choosing Qr = (p, y,) such that ) yr ! is 
sufficiently large, any point in the phase plant can be enclosed by a curve 
constructed in the same way we constructed C. We will call such curves 
C-curves. 
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\Ve will show that all solutions of (3.9) eventually get inside C. Let 
(x(t), y(t)) be a solution of (3.9) such that (x(t,J, y(Q) = (x,, , yO) is outside C, 
and let C, be a C-curve enclosing (x0 , y,,). Then (x(t), y(t)) is inside Cr, for all 
t :z t, . Suppose (x(t), y(t)) r$ C for any t > t, . Then it remains in the 
annular region K bounded by C, and C. 
lly condition (3.13) the set {X : i x ! < k, g(x) = 0} is non-empty so 
choose x to be an element of that set. Let (??, 1;) denote the point of inter- 
section of the lines s1 and x = X. Notice that through each point (~,y), 
Y cc: Y, we can construct a C-curve. This can be done by choosing the point 
of intersection of the line with slope A’ through (x, y) with the lint ,X = p, 
as the initial point in the construction. 
\Ye see by the direction field that (x(t), y(t)) oscillates, alternately inter- 
secting the y-axis for y < 0 and y > 0, and intersecting the line .X - : f 
fory -: 0 as it does so. Hence there is a sequence {tn} tending monotonically 
to -: cc such that t, > t, and (a, y(t,)) 7 (2, y(t,J) -= (.v, y,J, Y,~ < 0. 
The sequence ((a$ y,,)) has a cluster point (x, Y,), and we let C, be the C-curve 
through (x, Yn). 
The solution (x(t), y(t)) . IS outside C, for all t & t, . For suppose (x( ?‘), y( ?‘)) 
is in C, for some T. Then there exists T 3 T such that (X(T), y(T)) .-: 
(x, y(P)) with 0 > y(r) > Y, , and thus there is a C-curve CS through 
(x, y( ri’)) lying inside C, . Since C-curves have the property that if a solution 
intersects a C-curve it must move inside it, the sequence {(%,yJ> would be 
bounded away from (x, Ya) and could not have (x, Yz) as a cluster point. 
Since g(x) 0, dy/dx = 0 at jc and so there is an E > 0 such that 
dyldx ~1 A’/2 for x -. E < .v 5; x f E. Let (X -- E, YJ be the point of 
intersection of C, and the line x = .% - E, for y < 0, and let 4 be the straight 
line through (X - F, Y,) with slope :Vj2 intersecting x :-. x at (2, Y,). Then 
there is a t, such that Y4 < y(tk) < Y, since (x, k:,) is a cluster point. Sow 
since dy/dx c; X/2, the solution (x(t), y(t)) 1 ies above the line 4 for I IS t, 
and hence the solution must enter C, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
the solution (~(t),y(t)) is in C for some t* > l,, and so solutions of (3.8) arc 
uniformly ultimately bounded. 
The proof of uniform ultimate boundedness in the following two cases is 
similar and will bc omitted. 
Case I(b). G(x) ---* rj as x--f -a. Going back to the discussion 
immediately preceeding (Iasc I(a), we have 9s :- (- -p, ye). Consider the 
function Cl/(x, y) - (1/2)[y -_ B12 -k G(x) so that 
b[f’ z [y - H] 4” $ g(x) x’ 
-= -g(x)[y - B] + g(x)[y --. F(x) + E(C t,)] 
_1 -g(x)[F(x) -.. qt, to) .- n] < 0 
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for x < --k. l-hen W1 = {(x, y) : U’(x, y) = W’(-p, y,), x < --p} will 
intersect x := -p for y > 0 at the point Q8 = (-p, 1 yz 1 -C 2B). Now 
construct a straight line si through QR with slope N letting Q9 - (p,yJ 
denote its point of intersection with x = p. The outward normal to si is 
(-N, 1) and so we have 
(-iv, 1) . (x’,y’) = -:V(y - F(x) I- E(t, to)) --‘q(x) 
< -- X(y -- P(x) -- B) $ K 
< -:V(y - L - B) + K < 0 
since y > ! y1 / along 5,. (See Fig. 2.) Next, as in Case I(a), we let ss be a 
horizontal line through Q9 first intcrsccting y = F(x) - B at Q1,, , and let sg 
be a vertical line through Q1” intersecting I/; at Qll . We have y’ < 0 along 
ss and x’ < 0 along sg . The endpoints Q, , Q, and Qll can be handled as Q1 
in Case I(a). Also, Q9 can be treated as Q5 and Q1,, as Qs . Again we have 
constructed a simple closed curve Q1Q2Q8Q9Q10Q11Q1 . 
FIG. 2. Case I(h) for the forced equation. 
Case II. G(x)-, co as x--t GC. Again we consider the two possible 
behaviors for G(x) on the left. 
Case 11(a). G(x) ft r;o as x + -m. This case is symmetric to Case I(b), 
and WC remark only that the construction of the curve should begin in 
Quadrant Two, and that the curves defined by U(x,y) = (1/2)[y + B12 ;- G(x) 
arc the symmetric counterparts of those defined by W(X, y) in Case I(b). 
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Case II(b). G(x) -* co as x 3 - c1I). The proof for this case will be 
quite different from the proofs of the proceeding cases. We no longer have 
F’(X) becoming unbounded for s > 0 or x < 0. Notice that in Case I(a) we 
had F(x) -P +a; as x ---F ._LI 30 and we were able to prove that solutions were 
uniformly ultimately bounded without asking a growth condition on G(x). 
That is, the divergence of the integral of the damping term for x > 0 and 
x < 0 is sufficient for uniform ultimate boundedness of solutions. However, 
the condition G(r) ---+ X) as x --+ .+co (i.e., the integral of the restoring force 
is becoming unbounded as 1 x / increases) is not enough. We also need that 
i F(x)’ grows as large as the bound on the integral of the forcing term [see 
condition (3.1 I)]. Later we will see that we can relax this somewhat. 
Follovving La Salle and Lefschetz [35, 1~. I 191 we consider a Liapunov 
function of the form V(x, y) = (1/2)[y --.- h(x)]* !- G(x) where h(s) is to 
be determined. ‘I’hen we have 
Let d = 2p and let J be the interval [--d, d]. Define the compact set X bv: 
S = {(x, y) : Y E J, y ; <, b} where b is to be determined. Then for i x ! 2 d 
define &(x);dx = 0 so that WC have V’ = -g(x)[F(x) - E(t, to) -. h.(x)]. 
Non define 
\c:2 h(s) =. ,. 
if x 3 d, 
if x S< cf. 
For s E I we want dlz(s)/dx > 0 and for x E / we want crh(x)/& 2 0 with 
h(d) z cj2, h(-d) =. 0, and dh(x),!dx = 0 at x = ,+d. Munkres [52, p. 6J 
demonstrates that such an h(x) exists and is given analytically bv 
A(X) : (c/2)[exp( .- 1 /$(x))][exp(-- 1 :‘+(x)) k exp(-- 1 /Cl .. -. +(~)))I-’ 
where #(,x) = (1/2)[(x/d) k I]. Then for x >. rf WC have 
Y’ < -g(x)[F(x) - u -- (cj2)] < 0 (3.14) 
1~~ (3.12a), and for x < --d we have 
V’ < --g(x)[F(x) -c B] < 0 (3.15) 
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by (3.11). Also, since E(t, to) is bounded and g(x), F(x), h(x), and &(X)/&Y 
are bounded for x E J, we can choose b sufficiently large so that we have 
V’ < 0 for x E J, IYI >b 
That is, by (3.14)-(3.16) we have V’ < 0 in Xc. 
(3.16) 
Since G(x) + co as 1 x / + co, the curves defined by V(x, y) = z, a 
constant, are closed, so let x be any constant such that the set X lies in the 
interior of C, = {(x, y) : V(x, y) = x}. Then every solution of (3.9) must 
enter C, . For if (x(t), y(t)) . 1s a solution of (3.9) which does not enter C, , 
let (x(t,,), y(Q) = (x,, , ys) and let w be a constant such that (x,, , y,J is inside 
C, = {(x7 y) : V(x, y) = 4. Since V(x, y) -+ cf3 as I x I + I y I -+ ~0 (x(t), y(t)) 
is bounded, and in fact remains in the annular region R between C, and C, . 
By (3.14)-(3.16) V’ < 0 in R so there exists 01 > 0 such that V’ < --oI. < 0 
in R. Hence 
s 
t 
zzz V/(x(s), y(s)) ds < --ol(t - to) + -co as t -+ co 
to 
which contradicts I’ being bounded from below. Thus (x(t), y(t)) enters C, 
and so the solutions of (3.8) are uniformly ultimately bounded. 
Notice that the only place condition (3.12a) was used was in Case II(b). 
If instead, condition (3.12b) holds, the only change needed is in the definition 
of h(x). Our new h(x) would be defined by h(x) - (c/2). The sufficiency part 
of the proof is now complete. 
To prove the necessity of the integral condition, suppose 
and consider the following system which is equivalent to (3.8): 
X’ =y 
Y’ = -f(X)Y -g(x) + e(t)* 
(3.17) 
Let 0 < 01 < 1; as long as y(t) > 01 we have x’(t)/a > 1. Choose the point 
(x&d, Y&J) such that 
XkJ > Jc 
and 
Ato> > (lb) A* + U/4 I GWoNl + B + 01 
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where 
If(s) +- g(s)] ds 1 -- A* < ;o 
bq our assumption. Integrating the second equation in (3.17) we have: 
Y(t) :=: I -- 1’ j@(S)) X’(S) d.q - i’ &(s)) ds -I J’:(, e(S) ds 
* to - 10 
7 y(t,) -F@(t)) +F(x(t,,)) - fog(s(s)) ds I. J‘: e(s) ds 
0 
> y(t,,) -1:(.x(t)) - 1: 
0 
g(x(s)) ds -1 J‘IO e(s) ds 
> y(t,,) - ~‘(x(t)) -. (l/b) J‘;O&c(r)) x’(s) ds -; 1‘: e(s) ds 
” 
> y(t,,) --F(x(t)) - (I/a) G+(t)) $ (la) G(x(t,)) - B 
:> y(t,) - (I /a) I+(t)) -.- (I ia) G(x(t)) $ (1 /a) G(x(t,,)) .- B 
> y(t”) - (1 +)A * -;- (I /a) G(x(r,)) - B 
> (I+4* -1 (I;x) / G(x(t,,))( + B -1 3~ -- (Iia)‘/I* + (la) G(x(tJ) - B 
> a. 
Thus for this choice of (x0, ys) we have y(t) > iy for all t > t, . Thus 
x’(t) > 01 so x(t) > x(t,) 4 c~(t - la) --•, CO as t -+ 3~, and there exists an 
unbounded solution. 
The proof for Jim [f(x) :- ,g(x)l] dx = -D ::> -CO is similar and is 
carried out in Quadrant Three. 
The following corollaries are analogous to those in Section 3.1 for the 
unforced equation, and their proofs follow from Theorem 3.5 after making a 
translation in y. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose conditions (3.10) and (3.13) hold. Then conditions 
(3.1 I)-(3.12) can he replaced by: 
there exists n > 0 such that F(x) + I3 < n for x < 0 andF( a) = S; 
or, 
there exists m < 0 such that F(x) - B > m for x > 0 
andF(-az) = ---GO; 
and the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 still holds. 
.iOjl141-4 
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COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose conditions (3.10) und (3.13) hold. Then conditions 
(3. I I)-(3.12) can be replaced by: 
there exists n > 0 such that F(x) I B < nfor 
x .< -k, and F(x) -- B > c > n for x 3: k; 
there exists m < 0 such that F(x) - B > m for 
x > k, andF(x) f B < -c < mfor x G’ -k; 
and the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 still holds. 
Remark. Theorem 3.5 can be improved somewhat. Condition (3.11) asks 
that 1 F(x)1 grows as large as the bound on B(t, to) for x ! sufficiently large. 
By means of the following propositions which are somewhat interesting in 
themselves, WC can reduce the two-sided growth condition to being essentially 
a one-sided condition. 
Let e(t) be sectionally continuous, t, a real number, E(t, to) ; siO e(s) ds, 
1 E(t, to)\ < R for t ;z t,, , /3 = SU~~~~~.-~ E(t, to), and LY -.. infteGt,, E(t, to). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose p occurs at the point t t, < co. Then 
E(t, tJ < 0 for all t > t, . 
Proof. If E(t, tl) > 0 for some t 3 t, then 
r t e(s) ds == Jet 4J e(s) ds -- 1” e(s) ds -: E(t, to) - B(t, , to) > 0 - 11 i 4, 
and so E(t, to) :> E(t, , t,,) which contradicts the choice of t, . Hcncc 
E(t, tl) < 0 for all t 3 t, . 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose CC occurs at the point t = t, < CC. Then 
E(t, t2) ;Z Ofw all t > t, . 
Proof. If E(t, t2) < 0 for some t 2 t, , then E(t, to) -.. K(te , to) < 0 and 
so E(t, to) < E(t, , t,,) contradicting the choice of t, . 
I'ROPOSITION 3.10. Let E > 0 be giv:etL. Then there exist t, > to and 
t, > t, such that E(t, t:,) < efor t > t, and I?(t, t4) > --E for t 2 t, . 
Proof. Let E ; 0 bc given. Then there exists T > t, such that 
E(f, 1”) < /3 -i ~‘2 for t > 1’. Also there is a t, ;: T such that 
E(1, ) to) > p - E/2. 
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Thus E(t, t,) : : E(t, t,) - E(19, to) < /I -i. (~12) -- (fi --- (e/2)) ~7 E. Hence 
E(t, tJ c. E for all t 3 t, . 
There exists I’ > t,, such that E(t, to) > ry - (~!2) for t ‘: T, and there 
exists t, :;. T with E(t, , to) < cy j- (~12). Then 
E(t, Id) =. E(t, to) - E(t, ) t,,) > a - (E/2) -- (a 4 (C/Z)) - ---E 
for all t > 1, . 
We then have the following theorem. 
'I%oRE~I 3.11. Suppose conditions (3.10) and (3.13) hold, and suppose 
that fop any E 3:. 0, E < R, there exists k > 0 such that either 
F(s) 1 H fOY x ;> k and F(x) < --E for .x -< -Ii, (3.18a) 
07, 
F(x) < -R fOY N < -k and F(x) > E for s :a k. (3.18b) 
Then Jiw [f(x) $ / g(x)i] dx : = - I E is a necessary and suficient condition 
for all solutions of (3.8) to be uniformly ultimately bounded. 
Proof. Suppose (3.18a) holds. Choose t, according to Proposition 3.10 
so that E(t, t4) > --(c/2) for all t > t, . We will show that solutions of (3.8) 
arc uniformly ultimately bounded for t > t, , and since by Theorem 2.1 
solutions arc continuable from t, to t, , we will have that all solutions of (3.8) 
are uniformly ultimately bounded. 
‘The only change from the proof of Theorem 3.5 would come in Case II(b) 
where G(x) --f co as ; x 1 - + co. We would then have to define our h(x) by 
h(r) = I0 
if xL>d 
t --(e/2) if x.-;-.-d 
so that wc could again obtain P” < 0 in Xc. The proof in case (3.lgb) holds 
is similar. 
Remark. Sotice that condition (3.18a) or (3.18h) replaces both (3.11) 
and (3.12). 
COROLLARY 3.12. Suppose conditions (3.10) and (3.13) hold. If e(t) 2s 
T-periodic with mean value zero, then (3.11)-(3.12) can be replaced by 
F(x) - B > c > 0 fOY x 2% k and F(x) < 0 for x < --k, 
OY, 
F(x) T R < -c < 0 ;f x .< ---k and F(x) 3 0 if x > k, 
with the conclusion of the theorem still holding. 
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In lieu of a proof, we only note that E(t, to) is continuous on [to , t, + 1’1 
and attains an absolute maximum and absolute minimum there. 
Note. Using these results we could now formulate new corollaries similar 
to Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7. 
'~'HEOREM 3.13. LG.der the conditions of Corollary 3.12, if solutions depend 
continuously on initial conditions and if St” [f(x) + 1 g(x)!] dx = 3. CO, then 
(3.8) has a periodic solution of period T. 
‘The above theorem follows from Corollary 3.12 and Brouwer’s fixed point 
theorem. For details see, for example, [39]. 
Hemurk. WC can relax condition (3.13) to zg(x) 3 0 if I x 1 > k and 
obtain boundedness of all solutions. To set that uniform ultimate boundedness 
cannot be concluded, consider the equation X” -k x’ - 0 which we write as 
the system 
,x’ 7.: y -- x 
y’ = 0. 
All solutions approach the lint y = x but y’ = 0 along every solution, and 
so there is no K satisfying our definition of uniform ultimate boundedness. 
4. ()SCILLATION OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we consider the equations 
2 +-f(x)x’ Ig(x) = 0 
and 
(4.1) 
X” +f(x) f’ ..r g(x) = e(t) (4.2) 
where again f and g are continuous and e is sectionally continuous. 
DEFINITION. A solution x(t) of (4.1) or (4.2) is oscillatory if there exists 
a sequence {tn} tending monotonically to ...- co such that x(t,J = 0. 
Previous results on oscillation of solutions of (4. I) and (4.2) in cascf(x) > 0 
can be found in Burton and ‘l’ownscnd [IO], and Ltz [75]. The results here 
will tend to follow those in [lo]. 
4. I. The C’nforced Equation 
In this section we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
oscillation of all solutions of (4.1). The main result in this section is contained 
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in Theorem 4.5, however slightly stronger results are obtained in certain 
cases as may be seen from the propositions leading to Theorem 4.5. 
As before, we will write (4.1) as the system 
x’ -= y -- F(x), 
y’ -- -g(x). 
(4.3) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose there exists k > 0 such that 
XI+) > 0 f or jx ; 3 k, (4.4) 
x~(x) > 0 for i x 1 > k. (4.5) 
If all solutions of (4.1) oscillate, then &” [f(x) 7 i g(x)‘] dx = 3-m. 
Proof. Suppose fizz [f(x) + /g(x)\] dx # :&co. Then in the proof of 
the necessary part of Theorem 3.1, we constructed an unbounded solution 
which did not oscillate. This contradiction completes the proof. 
PROPOS~ON 4.2. If xg(x) > 0 for x + 0 and if f(0) < 0, then all 
bounded solutions of (4.1) oscillate. 
Proof We note that (0, 0) is the only singular point of (4.3) and for 
P’ :- y?;2 .!- G(x) we have V’ -.= -g(x)F(x) > 0 for x in a small neigh- 
borhood of the origin, and hence no solution can approach (0,O). Suppose 
(x(t), y(t)) is a bounded solution of (4.3) which does not oscillate. Then there 
exists 7’ such that for t ‘3 7’ either x(t) < 0 or x(t) > 0, so let us assume 
that s(t) :>, 0. Then g(x(t)) > 0 so y’(t) =- --g(x(t)) < 0 and since y(t) is 
bounded, y(t) approaches the limit y from above 
An integration of the second equation in (4.3) yields 




g(x(s)) ds + y( 7’) -- y. 
T 
Thus, since xg(x) > 0 for x # 0 and x(t) > 0 for t > ‘f, there is a sequence 
{t,J tending monotonically to -\- cc such that x(t,J -t 0. This does not occur 
for y :> F(x), for there we have x’(t) = y(t) - F(x(t)) > 0 and so x(t,J + 0. 
There exists 6,, > 0 such that f(x) <f(O)/2 for , x j < 6,) so F(r) is 
monotonically decreasing for 0 < x < 5,. Let .% be the solution to y = F(X) 
for 0 < x < 6, if it exists and let 8 = min(%, SJ. If x does not exist, let 
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6 - 8, . Since y(t) is approaching y from above, there exists t > T such that 
d(y(t), J) < (1(2)[1;(8:2) - jq = a: f or all t > t. Since we have the sequence 
{tn} with x(t,J --t 0, there exists t, 2 i such that x(t,J < 61’4. Then for 
t 2:: t, as (x(t), y(t)) is below the curve y =- F(x), x’(t) < 0 and so we have 
x’(t) = y(t) - F(x(t)) 
< 3’ i- (I :‘2)[F(4q - - Yl - Q(q) 
< jJ + (1/2)[F(S/2) - 71 - w3:‘2) 
= (-1/2)[F(8,/2) -71 = --a: < 0. 
Thus for t > t, , x’(t) < --(Y so x(t) < x(trJ - (~(t - tk) and so there is 
t* > tl, such that x(t *) =- 0 which contradicts the assumption that (x(t), y(t)) 
does not oscillate. The proof for x(t) < 0 for t > T is similar. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Under conditions (4.4) and (4.9, if G(x) -+ CD as 
1 x ! + co, then all unbounded solutions of (4.1) oscillate. 
The proof of this proposition follows as a corollary to the proof of a similar 
proposition for the forced equation, Proposition 4.7, and hence will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Under conditions (4.4) and (4.5), if 
f'" [j(x) -k i g(x)\] dx =-- fa, 
‘0 
then all unbounded solutions of (4.1) oscillate. 
Proof. Let (.x(t), y(t)) be an unbounded solution. Then by Theorem 3.1 
condition (3.4) does not hold. But if si” [f(x) + 1 g(x)l] dx = :kco and if 
(F(x)1 > c, for every c > 0, fails for large I x I, then since xg(x) > 0 for 
1 x ) > k, it follows that G(x) --t co as / x + 03. Thus (x(t),-y(t)) oscillates 
by Proposition 4.3. 
WC can now combine Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 with Corollary 4.4 to obtain 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. If q(x) > 0 for x -# 0, f(0) < 0, and condition (4.4) 
holds, thenJ;= [j(x) -(- ( g(x)!] dx = _ + co is a necessary and s@icient condition 
for all solutions oj (4.1) to oscillate. 
For a further result on the oscillation of solutions of the unforced equation 
see Corollary 4.10. 
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4.2. The Forced Equation 
We now turn our attention to Eq. (4.2), and we will want to determine 
necessary and sufficient conditions for oscillation. Theorem 4.11 contains 
our principal result, however as in the previous section, stronger results are 
ohtaincd in some cases. 
WC define F(r), G(x) and E(t, to) as before and write the equation (4.2) as 
the systm 
x’ .= y -F(x) 7 E(t, t,,), 
y’ .-z -g(x). 
(4.6) 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that for some B :>. 0
I E(t, t,,)’ < B for all t $7 t,, (4.7) 
and that conditions (4.4) and (4.5) hold. lf all solutions qf (4.2) oscillate, then 
J-;” [f(x) i I g(x)‘] dx = +m. 
Proof. If Sir [f(x) -(- / g(.x)!] dx # -1: CC, then as in the proof of the 
necessity of this condition for boundedness of solutions (‘l’hcorem 3.9, we 
can construct an unbounded solution which does not oscillate. 
hOl~OSITION 4.7. Under conditions (4.4), (4.5) nnrl (4.7) if G(x) - , rx 
as ) x --, CC, then all unbounded solutions of (4.2) oscillate. 
Proof. Let p = k -+ 1, I = [--p, p], IJ =- max,:,, , F(x)i, and K :- max,,,: g(x). . 
Choose y :‘z I, L B so that on the set {(x, y) : x E I, ’ y 2 y] we have 
, dyyidx bounded, sav \ dy/dx ! < M. Let (x(t), y(t)) be an unbounded 
solution of (4.6) which dots not oscillate. Hence there exists T such that 
x(t) $ 0 for t :S T. Let (x(T), y(T)) = (x,, , y(,) and define V(x,y) =. 
(1/2)[y .- RI2 t G(x) and JY(x,y) 2 (lj2)[y -i- B]” T G(x). \t’e will now 
construct a curve which cncloscs (x0 , yo). 
Choose the point Qr = (0, y,) as follows. If ; x0 5: p, choose 
y1 < -y - , y” I -- iqnz. 
In case x0 > p, we 
solution 5 for y < 
set that the relation W(0, y) = W(x, , y,,) has only one 
--B so we choose yr < --y !- jJ - K!M. If x0 < -p, 
choose the solution y* of the relation I/(0, y) = I/(x, , y,,) such that y* ; B, 
and then picky, such thaty, < -J - - y* -- K/M. Now let CT be the straight 
line through Q1 with slope M and let Q, : : (-p, y?) be its point of intersection 
with the line x =. -p. Let P-r z ((x, y) : V(x, y) = V(---p, y2), x < -p}. 
‘Ihen along V, WC: have I/’ -.: -g(x)[y -- R] -(- g(x)[y - F(x) .L B(t, t,)] = 
-g(x)[F(x) - E(t, to) .- B] < 0. V, will intersect x = ---p for y > 0 at 
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Q3 = (-p, y,). Let II be the straight line through QR with slope M intcr- 
setting x = p at Q, -= (p, y4). Let IV1 =-: {(x, y) : W(s, y) = W( p, yd), .2: 3 p> 
so that 
W’ r- -R(“)[Y + Bl -I- &)[Y - F(x) -I- qt, to)] 
= -g(x)[F(x) - qt, to) + B] < 0 
along W, , and let Qs = (p, yJ be its p oint of intersection with the line 
x : p for y < 0. Finally, let R be a straight line through Qr, with slope AZ 
intersecting x - 0 at Qs =- (0, y,J, and let S = ((0, y) :ys < y < yl}. 
(Set Fig. 3.) To see that our unbounded solution (x(t), y(t)) cannot escape 
through the lines U, 11, or H, or through any of their endpoints, we direct the 
reader’s attention to the discussion in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Hence, the 
only way (4% r(t)) can become unbounded is to pass through S and this 
contradicts our assumption that (x(t), y(t)) did not oscillate. 





;I; ..__.._-.._-.. jB I1 
-B “.------..--.---.--:------- 
b-10. 3. Oscillation of unbounded solutions. 
COHOLLMY 4.8. Zkder conditions (4.4), (4.5) and (4.7), if 
i 
_m 
V(x) i- ! g(x)il dx == fm, o 
then all unbounded solutions of (4.2) oscillate. 
Proof. Let (x(t), y(t)) be an unbounded solution. Then by Theorem 3.5 
condition (3.12) does not hold. But if Jim [f(x) + 1 g(x)‘] dx := &-co and if 
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/ F(x); > H -k c, for every c > 0, fails for large j x 1, then since xg(x) > 0 
fOl ) x j > k, it follows that G(x) -+ CD as ! x 1 -+ co. Thus (.x(t), y(t)) 
oscillates by Proposition 4.7. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Suppose that xg(x) > 0 for s + 0, and condition (4.7) 
holds. Then, if e(t) . I ic jounded and E(t, t,) dizwges, all hounded solutions of (4.2) 
oscillate. 
Proof. Suppose (x(t), y(t)) is a bounded solution of (4.6) which does not 
oscillate. Then there exists T such that for t > 1’ either x(t) > 0 or x(t) < 0, 
so we shall assume that x(t) > 0. Then g(x(t)) > 0 so y’(t) - -g(x(t)) < 0, 
and since y(t) is bounded y(t) approaches the limit y from above. 
By integrating the second equation in (4.6), we obtain 




Thus there is a sequence {tn} tending monotonically to .-l-zz such that 
x(tn) -* 0. 
Now let V(x, y) =.- y”j2 T- G(x); th en V’ = -g(x)[F(x) - E(t, t,)]. Inte- 
grating, we obtain 
V(t) z-7 V(T) - j;g(s(s))P(s(s)) ds -I- @x(s)) E(s, to) ds (4.9) 
Claim I. V(t) -* d 3 0. Since x(t) is bounded, F(x(t)) is bounded, say 
I F(x)1 < K. Thus 
1 j: g(x(s)) F(x(s)) ds 1 d j: I g(x(s))l - I +(s>>l ds 
<K j;, I s(Wi ds = K j$+)) ds 
which converges by (4.8). Hence, the first integral on the right in (4.9) is 
convergent since it is absolutely convergent. Also, 
1 j$+)) & to) ds ) Gi j: I &b))i . I %, td ds d B ~:)dx(s)) ds 
which again converges by (4.8). Therefore, V(t) -+ d > 0. 
If d = 0, then (x(t), y(t)) -> (0, 0), so integrating (4.2) we obtain 
x’(t) = x’( 1’) - F(x(t)) + I+(T)) - j: g(x(s)) ds + 11 e(s) ds 
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and we see that x’(t) is bounded. Hence X” :- --f(x) x’ - z(x) -j e(t) is 
bounded since e(t) is bounded. 
Claim 2. x’(t) converges to 0. If x’(t) d ocs not converge, then it does have 
a cluster point since X’(Z) is bounded. So there is an E and a sequence {t,J 
tending monotonically to 2. CO with .x’(fJ = E. Assume that E .> 0; the case 
for E -c: 0 is similar. x” is bounded say , x”(l)1 < a, so x’(t) lies above the 
line with slope ---a through the point (xl(&), 6) for t, -( t < t, $- (~/a) and 
for f, as large as we plcase. ‘I-hen 
( x’(s) ds = x(t) - x(t,J -+ 0 
sincex(t)+Oast-p c0.But 
,.t,,i c:u 
I x’(s) ds > 
” 1, 
and this contradiction prows that x’(t) -+ 0. 
Therefore, x’(t) y(t) -- F(x(t)) $ Z?(t, t,) must converge and this 
contradicts the fact that E(t, 1,)) diverges. Thus d # 0. 
Consider the set ((x,y) : V(x,y) : d}. Then ys 7 2(d - C(x)), or 
y := + d2(d -. G(i)), 
and we have 
dY - R(X) .I_ = -fi ___. .-_- -. 
dx d2(d - G(x)) 
Since y(l) approaches y from above, dy(t)/dt < 0 and since x(&J -, 0 and 
x(t) > 0, we have dyldx > 0; and soy(t) is approaching the set 
Q r {(x,y) : y = .--\/2(d -- G(x)), x 2 0). 
Let c > 0 be given. There is Tr > T such that d((x(t),y(t)), $3) < (c/2) 
for t > 7; . Notice thaty(t) < y(T,) for t > 1-t . Then the solution (x(t), y(t)) 
remains in the region defined by the curves 
I 
1 
(Y, : y( I;) < y <; 422 -. ; ) x-0 
c, ,fJ :y : y(TJ 
\ 
6, :y ; --d’2(d-x((x)) _ .i. 
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Sow there is 1 s ~1 Tl such that d((x(l), y(t)), Q) < c/4 for t :a T*, and 
y(t) < y(T.,) for r > Ta , so the solution remains in the region defined by 
Inductively, there exists T, > T,, -r such that t > Tn implies that 
d((s(t), y(t)), 92) < (~12~)~ y(l) < y(‘l’,J, and the solution (x(t), y(t)) remains 
in the region defined by (See Fig. 4.) 
an : y( T,J 2: y c< -m -- (42”). x -: 0. 
-_.-. -- 
6, : y = --\/2(d - G(x)) - (c,‘2’“). 
--.-+-- ---___ __ 
y =-.h(d - G(x)) 
FIG. 4. Oscillation of bounded solutions. 
The nested sequence of sets has at least one cluster point on the y-axis and 
so we have x(t) -* 0. Thus by Claim 2, x’(t) converges and this again contra- 
dicts the fact that E(t, to) diverges. The proof for x(t) < 0 for t 2 1’ is 
similar. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above proof. 
IVotice that it removes the conditionf(0) < 0 in Proposition 4.2. 
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COROLLARY 4.10. Suppose xg(x). > 0 for x -/- 0. If (x(t), y(t)) is a bounded 
solution of (4.3), the unforced system, such that (x(t), y(t)) + (0, 0), then it 
oscillates. 
Kate. The conditions in Proposition 4.9 on E(t, f,,) arc certainly fulfilled 
if e(t) is bounded and T-periodic with mean value 0. 
The following theorem follows from Proposition 4.6, Corollary 4.8, and 
Proposition 4.9. 
‘Z(HEORE>I 4.11. Suppose xg(x) > 0 f OY x /- 0, conditions (4.4) and (4.7) 
hold, e(t) is bounded and E(t, t,) diverges. Then li” [f(x) -- i g(x);] dx - fm 
is a necessary and sujicient condition.for all solutions of (4.2) to oscillate. 
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